Terms of Use
Senior Lifestyle Design (SLD) has established this website as a service to you for your personal
information, education, and communication. Please browse through our entire website to locate
information of interest to you.
Unless specifically noted otherwise, all content of this website is the property of SLD and is protected
under copyright laws. You may view, copy, print, download, and use content from our website solely for
your personal, noncommercial use and provided that you keep intact all copyright and other proprietary
notices. However, you may not use, modify, transmit, republish, upload, or distribute in any way the
content of our website for public or commercial purposes, including the text, images, and graphics,
without the written permission of SLD. To request permission, contact info@interiorsbysld.com.
While SLD uses reasonable efforts to maintain accurate and up-to-date information in this website, SLD
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy or completeness. This website may provide
links or reference to other sites, but SLD has no responsibility for the content of other such sites.
Further, SLD shall not be liable for any damages or injury arising from the use of other such sites and/or
their content. Any links within this website to other sites are provided solely as a convenience to our
website visitors.
Privacy Policy
SLD is committed to protecting your privacy. You can visit our website without disclosing personal
information. If you choose to provide information, SLD collects personally identifiable information, such
as your e-mail address, name, home or work address or telephone number. SLD also collects anonymous
aggregated demographic information, which is not unique to you, such as ZIP code, age, gender,
preferences, interests and favorites. Our goal in collecting personal information online is to provide you
personalized and accurate information that meets your needs and ensures that your visit to our site is
quick, easy, and productive.
We look forward to hearing from you and have provided several places on this site through which you
can contact us. Please know that all messages sent to or from our site can be accessed by specific
authorized internet users within SLD. To protect your privacy, please do not use our contact feature to
communicate confidential information. Although we make every effort to maintain confidentiality, SLD
shall not be held liable to protect confidential information that you choose to disclose when using the
contact feature.
SLD keeps track of the web pages our customers visit within www.interiorsbysld.com in order to
determine what features and services are the most popular. This data is used to improve our delivery of
information to customers.
If you have questions or comments regarding this policy, contact info@interiorsbysld.com.
Thank you for visiting our website.

